In this paper, a new type of electric field sensor is proposed for the health and safety protection of inspection staff in high-voltage environments. Compared with the traditional power frequency electric field measurement instruments, the portable instrument has some special performance requirements and, thus, a new kind of double spherical shell sensor is presented. First, the mathematical relationships between the induced voltage of the sensor, the output voltage of the measurement circuit, and the original electric field in free space are deduced theoretically. These equations show the principle of the proposed sensor to measure the electric field and the effect factors of the measurement. Next, the characteristics of the sensor are analyzed through simulation. The simulation results are in good agreement with the theoretical analysis. The influencing rules of the size and material of the sensor on the measurement results are summarized. Then, the proposed sensor and the matching measurement system are used in a physical experiment. After calibration, the error of the measurement system is discussed. Lastly, the directional characteristic of the proposed sensor is experimentally tested.
Introduction
High-voltage equipment is always surrounded by a strong electric field, and studies have shown that power frequency electric fields have potential harmful effects on human health and safety [1] [2] [3] . An extremely high power frequency electric field will cause electrostatic discharge or even transient electric shock, and this will lead to other, more serious safety incidents. Therefore, some countries and international organizations have promulgated standards or recommended limitations regarding environmental power frequency electric field intensity for the general public and for power system staff [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, power system practitioners are inevitably exposed to complex electric fields because they have to work close to high-voltage electrical equipment. If the practitioners can be equipped with a portable safety protection instrument that can measure the electric field intensity in the working area in real time and issue safety warnings, their safety and health could be ensured [8] [9] [10] . In this paper, a portable protection instrument is designed for the practitioners.
Power frequency electric field measurement is mainly governed by two principles: electromagnetic induction and optical effect. The electric field measurement instruments based on the Pockels optical effect include a laser generator, optical detector, photoelectric conversion, optical fiber, and other parts. There are more factors affecting measurement due to such a complex structure, leading to higher design complexity. Further, the movement of the human body will affect the incident angle of the laser, the internal stress of the optical fiber, and so on, which will change the phase delay of the laser, causing large measurement error. Thus, instruments based on optical effect are not suitable for portable measurement. The electric field measurement instruments based on capacitive sensing-a type of electromagnetic induction-are more widely used in power system environmental measurement because of their convenient manufacture, high accuracy, and strong overload capacity [11] [12] [13] . Therefore, an electric field sensor based on electromagnetic induction is discussed in this paper.
There are some commercialized electric field measurement instruments, such as the series of Narda, PMM, CA, etc., and a number of studies have continued to develop new electric field measurement instruments for special purposes [14] [15] [16] [17] . These instruments are used mainly for electromagnetic environmental monitoring. During the measurement, the technicians are required to be far away from the probe braced with an insulated bracket. With the tedious steps in measuring the electric field, existing instruments cannot meet the requirements of portable measurement. Therefore, a new type of electric field measurement instrument is needed for special measuring purposes. In addition, the sensor is crucial to the portable electric field measurement.
A portable electric field sensor must meet the following performance requirements, which make it different from existing sensors: Requirement (1) is that the sensor should be small and light enough to wear on a person's arm or waist. Requirement (2) is that the output of the sensor must be steady and accurate at a given measuring point even if the sensor is rotated. Requirement (3) is that the sensor must be suited to measure the complex power frequency electric field produced by varied electrical equipment in a power system.
There are cubical and spherical sensors [18] [19] [20] [21] , but both of them are unsuitable for portable measurement. There are three main reasons for this:
(1) The charges gather on the edge of electrodes, which causes electric field distortion in the adjacent space of the edges. The distortion is difficult to evaluate quantitatively, so it increases the uncertainty and instability of measurement. ( 2) The sensors are too large and heavy for portable measurement. The size of the sensors is unlikely to be much reduced because the smaller the sensor size, the more serious the distortion caused by the edge effect. (3) Because of their multi-electrode configuration, when the sensors are used for portable measurements, the mutual capacitances between the human body and these electrodes are extremely complicated [16] , which will increase the uncertainty and instability of measurement.
After comparative studies on the existing sensor structures and measurement results, a new type of electric field sensor with double spherical shells is proposed to meet the requirements of portable measurement.
Structural Design of the Double Spherical Shell Sensor
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(1) The charges gather on the edge of electrodes, which causes electric field distortion in the adjacent space of the edges. The distortion is difficult to evaluate quantitatively, so it increases the uncertainty and instability of measurement. (2) The sensors are too large and heavy for portable measurement. The size of the sensors is unlikely to be much reduced because the smaller the sensor size, the more serious the distortion caused by the edge effect. (3) Because of their multi-electrode configuration, when the sensors are used for portable measurements, the mutual capacitances between the human body and these electrodes are extremely complicated [16] , which will increase the uncertainty and instability of measurement.
The double spherical shell sensor is shown in Figure 1 , and the profile structure is shown in Figure 2 . The double spherical shell sensor is composed of the inner shell, the outer shell, and the fill medium. Parts A and B are two metal hemispherical shells with radius r1, the slot between which will be sealed up with conductive paint. Part C is a metal hollow shell with radius r2. Part D is a fill medium. The output signal of the sensor is the induced differential voltage UAC, which is extracted by shielded wire and connected to a differential amplifier. Besides this, the shielding layer of the shielded wire is connected to the reference ground of the signal processing circuit, which can eliminate the common-mode interference from the shielded cable in the electric field.
The inner and outer shells represent the two electrodes of the sensor. Each electrode is an entire spherical shell, enabling the sensor to increase in induction area and decrease in size. The inner electrode is hollow, which is conducive to reducing the weight. The measurement remains stable and the output value is fixed when the sensor is rotated because of the nearly symmetrical structure. Therefore, the requirements of portable measurement are all met.
Measurement Theory and Mathematical Models

Mathematical Models between Original Electric Field and Induced Voltage of Sensor
The induced charge will be generated and distributed on the surface of the outer shell when the sensor is placed in an electric field.
To explain the measurement theory as a mathematical expression, we analyze the case that the electric field is generated by a point charge. The sketch of the calculation is shown in Figure 3 . The spherical conducting shell with radius r1 is ungrounded and it is actually far away from the point charge. The double spherical shell sensor is composed of the inner shell, the outer shell, and the fill medium. Parts A and B are two metal hemispherical shells with radius r 1 , the slot between which will be sealed up with conductive paint. Part C is a metal hollow shell with radius r 2 . Part D is a fill medium. The output signal of the sensor is the induced differential voltage U AC , which is extracted by shielded wire and connected to a differential amplifier. Besides this, the shielding layer of the shielded wire is connected to the reference ground of the signal processing circuit, which can eliminate the common-mode interference from the shielded cable in the electric field.
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Mathematical Models between Original Electric Field and Induced Voltage of Sensor
To explain the measurement theory as a mathematical expression, we analyze the case that the electric field is generated by a point charge. The sketch of the calculation is shown in Figure 3 . The spherical conducting shell with radius r1 is ungrounded and it is actually far away from the point charge. Considering that the spherical shell is equipotential, the image charges Q and Q" are set on the line linked by the center point O and point charge Q according to the uniqueness theorem and the image method. The position and value of the image charges are expressed as [22] 
The potential at any point P in the space out of the outer shell is given by
Then the three components of electric field in the spherical coordinates are calculated by
Setting r = r 1 as r 1 << H, the electric field on the outer surface of shell can be calculated by bringing Equation (2) into Equations (5)- (7):
The electric field on the outer surface of the shell is perpendicular to the surface. The field intensity changes with x, and it reaches the maximum when x = H − r 1 , while it is equal to zero when x = H.
If there is no spherical shell in the space, the original electric field generated by the same point charge along the virtual circle shown in Figure 3 is
If the material of the shells is not a perfect conductor and the electric field is an alternating field, the electric field cannot be shielded completely by the outer shell; this results in the existence of an electric field E 2r between the outer and inner shells. Because of the spherically symmetric structure of the sensor, E 2r is a spherically symmetric distribution between the two shells. The radial component E 2r can be expressed as
where E 2r | r=r 1 is the electric field intensity on the inner surface of the outer shell.
The induced voltage U AC is calculated by the integral of the electric field
Since E 2 is spherically symmetric, no matter what the field distribution on the surface of the outer shell is, E 2r | r=r 1 can be expressed as
The coefficient K 1 is related to the radius, thickness, and conductivity of the outer shell, the conductivity of the fill medium, and the frequency of the original electric field.
Substituting Equation (14) into Equation (13), the induced voltage U AC and the original electric field E 0 are in the following relationship:
The value of the coefficient K 2 is obtained by simulation in Section 4.
Mathematical Models between Induced Voltage of Sensor and Output of Signal Extraction Module
The potential of the shells is a floating potential, and the output signal of the sensor is the differential potential of the two shells. A differential amplifier is needed in the signal extraction module, as shown in Figure 4 . AD620 is a low-cost and high-accuracy instrumentation differential amplifier, which can eliminate the common-mode interference due to electromagnetic induction on the signal wires and amplify U AC . 
The coefficient K1 is related to the radius, thickness, and conductivity of the outer shell, the conductivity of the fill medium, and the frequency of the original electric field.
Substituting Equation (14) into Equation (13), the induced voltage UAC and the original electric field E0 are in the following relationship:
The value of the coefficient K2 is obtained by simulation in Section 4.
The potential of the shells is a floating potential, and the output signal of the sensor is the differential potential of the two shells. A differential amplifier is needed in the signal extraction module, as shown in Figure 4 . AD620 is a low-cost and high-accuracy instrumentation differential amplifier, which can eliminate the common-mode interference due to electromagnetic induction on the signal wires and amplify UAC. In Figure 4 , the induced voltage is equivalent to an alternating voltage source UAC with angular frequency ω. CS is the inherent capacitance of the shells, and can be calculated by 
R11 and R21 are the current-limiting resistors. R22 and R12 are the DC bias resistors. The AD620 requires only one external resistor RG to set the gain G from 1 to 10,000. In Figure 4 , the induced voltage is equivalent to an alternating voltage source U AC with angular frequency ω. C S is the inherent capacitance of the shells, and can be calculated by
R 11 and R 21 are the current-limiting resistors. R 22 and R 12 are the DC bias resistors. The AD620 requires only one external resistor R G to set the gain G from 1 to 10,000.
Considering that the ports "+" and "−" are connected to operational amplifiers in the chip AD620, the current flow into the two ports is zero. Thus, the components C S , R 11 , R 12 , R 22 , and R 21 form a loop, and the output voltage U O can be obtained as follows.
Further, the RMS value of U O can be expressed as follows.
Combining Equation (15) with Equation (19), the RMS value E 0_rms can be expressed as
Therefore, the electric field E 0_rms in the free space can be determined by the measurement voltage U O_rms , and the coefficient K all is obtained and verified by experiment in Section 5.
Simulation and Discussion
Modeling and Results of Simulation
A 3-D simulation model was built based on the software Ansoft/Maxwell [23] . The radii of the outer and inner shells were r 1 = 12.5 mm and r 2 = 8 mm, respectively. The material of the shells was stainless steel, and the fill medium was epoxy resin. The sensor was placed in a homogeneous electric field, which was generated by a wide parallel plate capacitor.
A sinusoidal voltage with power frequency of 50 Hz and adjustable amplitude was set on the parallel plates. When the original electric field between the plates was set as 3 kV/m, the distribution of electric field in the outer and inner parts of the sensor were as shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5a shows that the electric field varies regularly along the outer surface of the outer shell, which is consistent with the theoretical analysis. Figure 5b shows that there is an electric field between the shells, which causes potential difference between the two shells.
The time domain waveforms of the outer shell potential u A , the inner shell potential u C , and the potential difference, i.e., the induced voltage u AC , are shown in Figure 6 . Analyzing the data above, the linearly dependent coefficient between E0_rms and UAC_rms is close to 1.00, which means that UAC_rms has a significant positive relationship with E0_rms. Therefore, the induced voltage can be regarded as being proportional to the original electric field. The proportionality coefficient between E0_rms and UAC_rms is defined as K2 in Equation (15), and K2 ≈ 1.42 × 10 −6 m.
Analysis of Effect Factors of Induced Voltage
Effect of Sensor's Size
The original electric field was fixed at 3 kV/m. The materials of shells and fill medium were stainless steel and epoxy resin, respectively. The radii of the outer shell r1 and inner shell r2 were changed, and the corresponding induced voltages UAC_rms are shown in Table 2 . According to Figure 6 , the waveform of u AC is a sine wave with frequency 50 Hz and the effective value is approximately 4.28 mV.
The intensity of the original electric field E 0_rms is changed, and the corresponding induced voltages U AC_rms are shown in Table 1 . Analyzing the data above, the linearly dependent coefficient between E 0_rms and U AC_rms is close to 1.00, which means that U AC_rms has a significant positive relationship with E 0_rms . Therefore, the induced voltage can be regarded as being proportional to the original electric field. The proportionality coefficient between E 0_rms and U AC_rms is defined as K 2 in Equation (15), and K 2 ≈ 1.42 × 10 −6 m.
Analysis of Effect Factors of Induced Voltage
Effect of Sensor's Size
The original electric field was fixed at 3 kV/m. The materials of shells and fill medium were stainless steel and epoxy resin, respectively. The radii of the outer shell r 1 and inner shell r 2 were changed, and the corresponding induced voltages U AC_rms are shown in Table 2 . Based on Table 2 , some conclusions can be drawn. First, when the inner radius is fixed, a smaller outer radius results in weaker induced voltage. Second, when the outer radius is fixed, a smaller inner radius results in stronger induced voltage. Finally, when the distance between the inner and outer shells is fixed, the induced voltage becomes stronger as the outer radius decreases.
The size of the sensor affects the magnitude of induced voltage and the fabrication complexity of the sensor. The requirements of small size and light weight should also be considered. Thus, the size of sensor in this paper was chosen as r 1 = 12.5 mm and r 2 = 8 mm.
Effect of Shells' Material
Only metal material was taken into account because the shells must have equipotential character. In the simulation, the original electric field was fixed at 3 kV/m, and the material of the shells ranged over stainless steel, iron, aluminum, copper, and perfect conductor. The spacer material was epoxy resin, and the thickness of the two shells was set as 0.5 mm. The corresponding induced voltages U AC_rms are shown in Table 3 . It can be seen from Table 3 that there will be no electric field between the two shells if the material is a perfect conductor, because the shielding effectiveness of the perfect conductor is ∞. However, the material cannot, in fact, be a perfect conductor. The lower conductivity of the material leads to the lower shielding effectiveness, and a stronger electric field between the two shells. Therefore, stainless steel was chosen as the shells' material. The stainless steel shells are still equipotential in an electric field.
Effect of Filling Material
The filling material between the two shells ranged over vacuum, epoxy resin, glass, and mica. The corresponding induced voltages U AC_rms are shown in Table 4 . It can be seen from Table 4 that the induced voltage of the sensor decreases with the increase of the relative dielectric constant of the filling material. Considering that the fill medium is also used to support the two shells, the spacer material cannot be vacuum or air. In this paper, epoxy resin was chosen as the spacer material, because the output voltage can be as strong as possible and epoxy resin is easy to mold. The bulk conductivity of epoxy resin is 1 × (10 −15~1 0 −13 ) S/m, and the dielectric loss tangent (tgδ) is less than 0.004.
Experiment and Discussion
Overall Design of the Portable Electric Field Measurement System and Experiment Environment
The designed portable electric field sensor and measurement system are shown in Figure 7 . The radii of the outer and inner shell were 12.5 mm and 8 mm, respectively, so the inherent capacitance of the shells can be calculated as 8.897 pF according to Equation (16) . The external resistor RG of AD620 was set as 100 Ω, so the gain G can be calculated as 495 according to Equation (17) . In Figure 4 , the resistors R11 and R21 are set as 1 kΩ, and R22 and R12 are set as 50 MΩ, so the coefficients K3 and Kall can be calculated as 133 and 5285 m −1 , according to Equations (19) and (20), respectively. The value of Kall will be verified by experiment.
In order to study the characteristic of the instrument in an inhomogeneous electric field, an experimental platform was built as shown in Figure 8 . The platform was composed of a voltage regulator, a transformer, a conductor, an insulation sleeve, and two electric field measurement instruments. The input voltage of the voltage regulator was AC 220 V and the output voltage could be adjusted from 0 to AC 250 V. The ratio of the boosting transformer was 200:1. Thus, the voltage on the conductor could be adjusted from 0 to 50 kV, and electric fields with different intensity were generated in space. EFA-300 is one of the widely used electromagnetic field measurement instruments produced by Narda. The measurement frequency range of the EFA-300 is 5 Hz-32 kHz, and the measurement range is 0.7 V/m-100 kV/m; the noise floor is only 0.45 V/m [24] . In the experiments, the measurement results of the EFA-300 are considered as the original electric field for data comparison and calibration. 
Calibration and Measurement Error Analysis of the Sensor
To calculate the proportionality coefficient Kall as shown in Equation (20) by experiment, a series of experiments were carried out.
Firstly, the measurement position was fixed, and electric fields in space with different intensity were generated by setting different excitation voltages on the conductor. The measurement data of E0_rms and UO_rms are shown in Table 5 , and the fitting curve of them is plotted in Figure 9 . The radii of the outer and inner shell were 12.5 mm and 8 mm, respectively, so the inherent capacitance of the shells can be calculated as 8.897 pF according to Equation (16) . The external resistor R G of AD620 was set as 100 Ω, so the gain G can be calculated as 495 according to Equation (17) . In Figure 4 , the resistors R 11 and R 21 are set as 1 kΩ, and R 22 and R 12 are set as 50 MΩ, so the coefficients K 3 and K all can be calculated as 133 and 5285 m −1 , according to Equations (19) and (20), respectively. The value of K all will be verified by experiment.
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Firstly, the measurement position was fixed, and electric fields in space with different intensity were generated by setting different excitation voltages on the conductor. The measurement data of E0_rms and UO_rms are shown in Table 5 , and the fitting curve of them is plotted in Figure 9 . 
To calculate the proportionality coefficient K all as shown in Equation (20) by experiment, a series of experiments were carried out.
Firstly, the measurement position was fixed, and electric fields in space with different intensity were generated by setting different excitation voltages on the conductor. The measurement data of E 0_rms and U O_rms are shown in Table 5 , and the fitting curve of them is plotted in Figure 9 . It is clear that UO_rms is proportional to E0_rms. According to the fitting curve, the proportionality coefficient is calculated as Kall = 5950 m −1 , which is closed to the theoretical value (5285 m −1 ).
To confirm that the coefficient is valid when the measurement position is changed, we set three kinds of vertical distance (l) between the conductor and the sensor, and accordingly performed three sets of experiments to obtain UO_rms under a series of electric fields E0_rms. Then, UO_rms multiplied by 5950 m −1 gives E * 0_rms which represents the measuring electric field obtained by the designed instrument. The correlation between E * 0_rms and E0_rms is shown in Figure 10 . In Figure 10 , any point that falls on the reference line means E * 0_rms = E0_rms. It is clear that most of the points fall on the reference line or are very close to the line no matter what kind of measurement distance or original electric field intensity was set. The absolute error is less than ±50 V/m with standard deviation 25 V/m, no matter the original electric field strength. The maximum relative error is 11%, which appears when the electric field is about 247 V/m, and it was found by further analysis that the relative error would be less than 5% when the original electric field is stronger than 1 kV/m. The reason for this is that the stronger the original electric field, the greater the signal-to-noise ratio. Considering the fact that the proposed electric field sensor and measurement system are designed for use in strong electric field environments, and a weak electric field will not trigger the alarm of the instrument, this error in measurement is acceptable. It is clear that U O_rms is proportional to E 0_rms . According to the fitting curve, the proportionality coefficient is calculated as K all = 5950 m −1 , which is closed to the theoretical value (5285 m −1 ).
To confirm that the coefficient is valid when the measurement position is changed, we set three kinds of vertical distance (l) between the conductor and the sensor, and accordingly performed three sets of experiments to obtain U O_rms under a series of electric fields E 0_rms . Then, U O_rms multiplied by 5950 m −1 gives E * 0_rms which represents the measuring electric field obtained by the designed instrument. The correlation between E * 0_rms and E 0_rms is shown in Figure 10 . It is clear that UO_rms is proportional to E0_rms. According to the fitting curve, the proportionality coefficient is calculated as Kall = 5950 m −1 , which is closed to the theoretical value (5285 m −1 ).
To confirm that the coefficient is valid when the measurement position is changed, we set three kinds of vertical distance (l) between the conductor and the sensor, and accordingly performed three sets of experiments to obtain UO_rms under a series of electric fields E0_rms. Then, UO_rms multiplied by 5950 m −1 gives E * 0_rms which represents the measuring electric field obtained by the designed instrument. The correlation between E * 0_rms and E0_rms is shown in Figure 10 . In Figure 10 , any point that falls on the reference line means E * 0_rms = E0_rms. It is clear that most of the points fall on the reference line or are very close to the line no matter what kind of measurement distance or original electric field intensity was set. The absolute error is less than ±50 V/m with standard deviation 25 V/m, no matter the original electric field strength. The maximum relative error is 11%, which appears when the electric field is about 247 V/m, and it was found by further analysis that the relative error would be less than 5% when the original electric field is stronger than 1 kV/m. The reason for this is that the stronger the original electric field, the greater the signal-to-noise ratio. Considering the fact that the proposed electric field sensor and measurement system are designed for use in strong electric field environments, and a weak electric field will not trigger the alarm of the In Figure 10 , any point that falls on the reference line means E * 0_rms = E 0_rms . It is clear that most of the points fall on the reference line or are very close to the line no matter what kind of measurement distance or original electric field intensity was set. The absolute error is less than ±50 V/m with standard deviation 25 V/m, no matter the original electric field strength. The maximum relative error is 11%, which appears when the electric field is about 247 V/m, and it was found by further analysis that the relative error would be less than 5% when the original electric field is stronger than 1 kV/m. The reason for this is that the stronger the original electric field, the greater the signal-to-noise ratio. Considering the fact that the proposed electric field sensor and measurement system are designed for use in strong electric field environments, and a weak electric field will not trigger the alarm of the instrument, this error in measurement is acceptable.
Experiment for Directional Characteristics of the Sensor
Theoretically speaking, the output voltage will not change when the designed sensor is rotated in the same electric field because of the symmetrical structure. This section presents the directional performance test of the instrument.
The center position of the instrument was fixed, and the measuring system was rotated along the vertical axes, as shown in Figure 11 .
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The measurement results are shown in Table 6 . Table 6 shows that the mean value of measurement results remains 2202 V/m to 2345 V/m when the instrument is rotated, which shows the measurement stability of the instrument. The above results indicate that the measuring results will be stable when the instrument is rotated by the carrier. 
Conclusions
Portable electric field measurement is a new kind of demand, at the core of which is the need to design a new sensor that meets specific performance requirements. This paper presented a new type of sensor with a double spherical shell. The mathematical relationships between output voltage of the sensor, measuring voltage of the measurement circuit, and original electric field were derived in theory. The analysis demonstrated the feasibility of the sensor and the factors that affect the measurement.
The characteristic of the electric field sensor was simulated in a homogeneous field. The output voltage of the sensor is mainly affected by the radii of outer and inner shells as well as the material used for the shells and fill medium. Considering the requirements of small size, light weight, and convenient processing, the radii of the outer and inner shells were set at 12.5 and 8 mm, respectively, and stainless steel and epoxy resin were chosen as the material of the shells and fill medium, respectively.
The experiment was conducted in an inhomogeneous field generated by a conductor. The results demonstrate the high accuracy of the sensor, with absolute error less than 50 V/m, and relative error less than 5% when the original electric field is stronger than 1 kV/m. Furthermore, when the double spherical shell sensor is rotated along the axes but the center position remains fixed, the output voltage remains almost unchanged, which is what is required for portable measurement.
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